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Off the court, tennis star Jason Cartwright's playboy image is taking a public beating. On the court,

he's down 40-love. A knee injury is shutting down his game, and the paparazzi are splashing his

love life on every magazine. A comeback is in order, but the makeover he needs to save his

faltering career is in the hands of the woman he loved and left 15 years ago. While single-mom Izzy

Connors sees people for who they really are through the lens of her camera, even without it, she

knows Jason isn't the star he appears to be. Although his charm and good looks haven't dimmed

since he broke her heart, all she sees is his wasted talent and playboy lifestyle. Can Izzy put the

past behind her and help Jason get his game, and his image, back on track? Or will the click of her

camera shatter his world as well as his heart?
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Izzy Conners has been raising the now teenage Nick, pretty much his whole life. Although not his

birth mother, he has lived with her and she has cared and loved him as if he was her own. Sabrina,

Nick's biological mother has issues of drug abuse and dropping off the face of the Earth at

convenient times. Izzy is acting currently as a foster mother, never being able to convince the courts

to proceed with adoption. Izzy often wonders if it is because she is black, and Nick is white - but the

courts say mothers and children should always be tried to kept together.Fifteen years ago, Izzy and

the now tennis superstar Jason Cartwright were friends - and maybe even a little more. But they lost

touch - until now. Izzy has been scheduled to photograph Jason for Sports Illustrated. Jason is



currently on the sidelines with a knee injury, but that doesn't mean he is still not in the public eye.

They reunite and there are definitely some sparks. But, Izzy is in a relationship with her manager

Simon, although what Izzy feels the first five minutes she is with Jason is 100% more than what she

has ever felt with Simon.As they work together, their attraction flares. But life likes to throw

curveballs, and this one comes in named Sabrina. Nick's birth mom, and former lover of Jason has

come back home. No one wants her there, but she causes trouble nonetheless. Izzy wants to do

everything right for Nick, and Jason wants to prove to her he is more than just a playboy gossip

tennis star.Game Set Match is a pretty straight forward story of two people reuniting and working

around adult, real life problems to make their relationship work. Izzy's number one priority is Nick.

Everything else goes on the back burner.
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